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Mary Jo Lyons 

From: Gayle D. Connolly <kacamanager@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, September 15, 2017 1:48 PM
To:

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Subject: September 15 Update

Dear All ~ 
 
Well hello!  It's been a couple of days, and until this morning that was largely due to the status quo slow down I 
warned you about.   
 
I got the new phone and regular number back!!!  It turned out to be a ridiculous day long odyssey, involving a 
number I've never heard of and a lot of waiting - BUT I got it!  If I missed you at any point yesterday, please accept 
my apology and shoot me an email just in case I'm unaware of your communication and needs.   
 
This week has mostly been spent on working with you and/or your personal adjusters for those of you on site, we 
have met with and inspected many of your units with them for those not on site. 
 
We also finished the majority of the storm specific debris removal, though anticipate general debris from all around 
us to migrate in our direction - plus our own new debris field which will be created by both demo and rebuild.  It'll 
be a constant process from this point to completion. 
 
We found a great answer on the boats.  The State of Texas Land office has picked up this battle for us.  They have 
identified the owner of one boat, it is abandoned - so the State has claimed it and will resolve it's removal and 
destruction.  We anticipate the same answer on the second remaining boat.  This is a process, I regret to say we 
expect these boats to be with us for a few more weeks.  But we are EXTREMELY grateful to the Land Office for 
their assistance.  This saves us a GREAT DEAL of paperwork, time and expense! 
 
Ernie walked the property to assess our current lawn needs and added issues - such as removal of downed 
palms.  He'll be reporting to me shortly.   
 
The Board met by phone with our public adjuster (and me).  All of the issues we have been discussing whether 
through email or calls or updates to you, including upcoming parameters and needs, will be part of every 
report.  Next week Bobby of Roadrunner will join the meeting to add expertise to the new information from TWIA 
adjusters and inspectors, which will start rolling by that time.  Your Board is in constant communications through 
every step of this process! 
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The REALLY good news is that our TWIA Group (the TWIA assigned adjuster/inspector, his assistants and a 
structural engineer) all made it on site this morning!!  It will take them a few days to complete their task but THIS is 
where our road map to the end of this process begins.  It will likely take up to 6 weeks for the FULL report - but we 
will receive clarification on our short term goals (demo - how much which building/unit, etc.) starting by next 
week.   
 
Please let me reiterate, all of these questions we have per individual unit are about to be answered through these 
currently occurring inspections:   
 
Short term, how much demo per unit?   
Mid-term, structural damage - how much, what is necessary to repair, what is necessary to bring to current code, 
etc?   
Mid-term, roof and siding damage - how much, what will be repaired, what will be replaced? 
Mid term, water supply, hvac and electrical testing - what has been damaged, repair/replace planning? 
Long term, what EXACTLY will Association insurance coverage handle - inside (specific to individual 
improvements) or out? 
Long term, working with individual coverage and where EXACTLY they will pick up the slack? 
 
Once we have these answers, more questions will then come to the fore.  What contractor will handle the 
rebuild?  Bobby's firm, Roadrunner, is certainly capable - but they have been contracted only through demo.  Due 
diligence must and will be performed for rebuild.    
 
Once decided, how long will it take?  What are the phases (structural done by what date?  drywall in by what 
date?  kitchens and baths by what date? etc).  How do we fast track on-site owners who have had to arrange for 
temporary housing?  How does the GC work with individual owners for their particular interior repair needs?  
 
So, again, this is going to remain a multi-faceted response with a lot of moving parts.  Not all answers will be 
immediately available.  However, we will be able to replace the little flashlight we're using to see into the future with 
a LARGE spot light.  Much more clarity for an end of the road MAP coming soon! 
 
We have confirmed there was flooding in at least two buildings, 1000 and 1100.  Our flood coverage is on this, as 
TWIA is on windstorm damage.  Reports will be provided upon receipt.    
 
It seems I need to clarify on item removal a bit more:   
 
For affixed items such as fans, wall plates, light fixtures, awnings - we cannot remove and save or store these 
items.  You are not required to remove and store them, you only need do so IF they are of special importance to 
you and you wish for them to be saved.  ANYTHING remaining in units which will be completely demo'd to studs 
(which we expect will be most - if not all - of them) will be disposed. 
 
For the demo process, we cannot move, save, care for or otherwise maintain possessions - even should it turn out 
that little is required within your unit.  The liability carriers of the general contractors will not allow them to do so - 
nor do most GC's wish to take it on themselves.   
 
Please remember, you may not SEE a great deal of water or damage in your unit itself.  The damage may not be 
presenting in an obvious manner.  You may even have had an adjuster out who told you only one wall is wet.  Or 
one little section of ceiling.  But, they're looking NOW.  They weren't here on August 25th, with the moisture new 
and fresh.  Every single area of exterior damage - windows, windows frames, shrapnel holes in siding, debris holes 
in siding, missing chimneys, your neighbor's roof missing or parts of roofs missing, displaced sliding doors - every 
one of these areas destroyed what is the protective cladding that keeps water, moisture, debris, the elements out of 
not only your unit itself - BUT ALSO the structure.  We have no interest in removing what is in flawless 
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condition.  There is just no reasonable expectation that there is much left in flawless condition.  The last thing you 
want is for these funds to be spent to make you whole in a manner that doesn't actually do so.  
 
Meanwhile, Rockport continues to improve.  More power and stores open every day.  I had a lovely fresh salad and 
fruit lunch at Charlotte Plummer's the other day.  No problems with gas, the banks are mostly open.  Rockport is 
really showing her strength and getting the trains running again!  Still a lot of work to be done - a lot of debris 
removal, rebuilding, etc.  But it looks better every day! 
 
That's about all for now.  We'll be busy this weekend, get ready for a lot of new information and planning to start 
rolling in by mid-next week.   
 
Wishing you all a lovely weekend!  As always, please let me know if you have any additional questions or concerns.  
 
Best ~ 
  
Gayle D. Connolly 
General Manager 
Key Allegro Condominiums 
kacamanager@yahoo.com 
(361) 774-8888 




